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Oxford Brookes University
Investing in small scale measures to
reduce carbon emissions by 30%

The Revolving Green Fund (RGF) is a
partnership fund between the Higher
Education Funding Council for England
(HEFCE) and Salix Finance Ltd. The
Revolving Green Fund makes capital
available to universities for investment
to reduce greenhouse emissions within
their building portfolio.
Oxford Brookes received a total of
£500,000 from HEFCE RGF, SALIX
RGF and Salix SEELS to introduce
small scale measures to improve
their environmental performance.
Location

Oxford, Oxfordshire
1) LED lighting (£169k)
2) Lighting controls (£178k)

Measures Implemented

3) Vending Miser Controls (£20k)
4) Data centre upgrade (£92k )
5) P C power management
software (£48k)

Total cost

£507,000
1) 178,000
2) 330,000

Estimated Savings
(kWh/annum)

3) 33,000
4) 207,000
5) 650,000

Estimated Savings
(£/annum)

Total: 1,398,000kWh
£182,000 (based on electricity
price of 13p/kWh)

Savings (tCO2/annum)

762

Simple Payback Period

2.8 years

The University
Oxford Polytechnic became Oxford Brookes University in 1992. It
can trace its origins back to 1865 when the former Oxford School
of Art was established, and has undergone several phases of
transformation and expansion. In 2003 the first phase of a new hall
of residence was opened, followed a 750-room Student Village. In
2004 the University’s first research institute was launched and other
research institutes have since opened. The current intention is to
reduce overall space within the University’s building by 15% to do
business within a smaller, higher quality estate.
The University’s Carbon Management Plan, outlines a series of
carbon reduction targets to 2020, as shown in table 1.
2013

2015

2020

Carbon reduction
target

20%

30%

50%

Carbon reduction
target (tCO2e)

11,610

10,159

7,257

Table 1 Oxford Brookes carbon reduction targets

To meet their carbon reduction commitments, Oxford Brookes has
invested in a wider pool of energy efficiency improvements and
renewable energy technologies which are not covered within this
case study because they were not funded as part of the RGF.
The Project
Many of the measures implemented at Oxford Brookes have also
been utilised at other HEI’s. This case study will therefore focus on
the following measures implemented between since 2011 which are
specific to Oxford Brookes.
LED lighting with controls –upgraded the original lighting to LEDs at a
number of locations and invested in new control systems such as PIRs.
Vending Miser Controls – 80 ‘Miser’ controllers were retrofitted, to
hot and cold vending machines. These devices are small controllers
connected to a PIR sensor monitors that will power down the
vending machine’s compressor, during periods of inactivity or
low occupancy. The Misers are designed to decrease the energy
consumption of the vending machine and maintenance required
without affecting the quality of the products.
Data centre upgrade and PC power management software – reduced
the energy required for cooling for IT server areas, by using hot/cold
aisle separation, to target the areas that would require more cooling.

Additionally software was installed on all university computers,
which switches off the computer, after a period of inactivity.
Training was provided to university staff and students for PC power
down software, to demonstrate the software and how to alter the
settings to reflect the required period of inactivity.
Lessons Learned
There have been no formal surveys of user satisfaction but the
installed systems have been closely monitored to verify that
expected energy savings have been achieved.
Consideration must be taken of a range of factors when installing
some of these technologies, especially when implementing LEDs
and the potential cost which emergency lighting adds to any
upgrade. It was suggested that universities undertake research and
bench test, to determine the performance in terms of energy and
brightness of different LED types. The importance of appropriate
design calculations was also stressed,.
LED lighting was bench-tested and samples were installed samples
to test users perception of light quality – the feedback was positive.
LEDs have been very cost effective and have had a significant effect
on the environmental performance of the university and a positive
impact on day to day activities of the university staff and students.
Feedback for Vending Miser controls and PC power management
software was not as positive. Whilst they achieve energy savings as
advertised there was difficulty with deployment:
–– One of the issues with the Miser controls is that they are
connected to the vending machines’ power sockets and, during
the replacement of stock, some of the vending machine operators
have not reattached the miser.
–– Some of the university staff and students initially complained
that the PC power down software shut down the screen after a
very short time of inactivity but this was quickly rectified and is no
longer an issue (operation of the PC was not affected).
Benefits at a glance
Replicability

Higher Education Funding Council for
England (HEFCE) – Revolving Green Fund
The Revolving Green Fund (RGF) is a partnership
fund between HEFCE and Salix Finance Ltd that
aims to help higher education institutions (HEIs)
in England reduce greenhouse emissions.
There have been three rounds of funding
to date, providing £61 million in recoverable
grants to institutions for projects that reduce
their emissions. Institutions will repay the
funds through the savings they make.
The fund has two strands, an ‘Institutional
Small Projects’ (ISP) fund which allows the
incremental implementation of small scale
projects over time; and a ‘transformational’ fund
for large, one-off projects which significantly
reduce an institution’s carbon emissions.
It is intended that the Transformational projects
will make predicted savings of 28,000 tonnes of CO2
per year, a reduction of 1.3% in English HEI annual
carbon emissions. In comparison the Institutional
Small Projects are predicted to make savings of
17,353 tonnes of CO2 per year, a reduction of
0.8% in English HEI annual carbon emissions.
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Vending Miser Controls
- Energy saving

40% per year/machine

- Carbon saving

0.5tCO2/year/machine

LED Lighting with controls
- Energy saving

289MWh/year

- Carbon saving

~200tCO2/year

- Financial saving

£46,000/year

Data centre and PC power
management
- Energy saving

289MWh/year

- Financial saving

£31,800/year p.a. for the hot isle
containment and UPS upgrade
plus £80,000 p.a. for PC power
management

Lessons Learned

The controls on vending
machines are simple plugin devices and are often
not reinstated following
maintenance visits.
Initially the delay before
PC management software
switched off screens was too
short, but this was quickly
resolved.
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